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Abstract
This paper critically analyses the recent fad for using technopoles and as key economic growth
drivers stimulating innovation dynamics in particular territories. Conceptualising technopoles as
“knowledge community precincts” creating science-park style benefits, we characterise these
benefits as creating proximity between participants. Studying a typical science city, Kennispark in
Eastern Netherlands, we discover that geographical proximity is much less important than social,
cognitive or institutional proximity to Kennispark academics. The paper argues that local
dimension to technopoles requires further analysis, and policy should focus on embedding local
firms more actively in technopoles’ knowledge communities.
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1. Introduction
Charles & Wray (2010) argued that the rise of science cities since 2000 could only be understood
as a reframing of Castells & Hall’s (1994) notion of technopoles in a ways that made both
digestible to and usable by policy makers. This has provided the basis for a huge expansion of
both academic and policy interest in the idea of investing in science facilities as an integral part of
urban development policy (Perry & May, 2011; Benneworth et al., 2011). Nowhere is this
illustrated better than the OECD (2011) who identified the ingredients that contribute to the
recipe for a successful “science city”, and highlighted the different national contexts within which
science cities are currently being developed (Anttiroiko, 2004). But this framing of science cities
provides a stark reminder of the limits of the policy applications of these models. We have
already experienced two waves of “policy bubble” in neo-endogenous models, namely the 1980s
enthusiasm for science parks and the 1990s enthusiasm for clusters (Quintas et al., 1992; Martin
& Sunley, 2003).
Of course the lessons of these episodes are not that these original ideas or analyses were in some
way flawed. Rather, academically valid notions became caught up in a consensus on driven by a
quasi-concept or policy-concept into which substantial numbers of stakeholders could agree (cf.
Bøås & McNeill, 2004; Böhme & Gløersen, 2011). Thispaper seeks to place an urban science in
the context of the latest wave of potentially “irrational exuberance” in models of knowledge
based urban development, highlighted by Perry & May (2010):
“a dominant consensus [which] has emerged around the need to increase the inter relationships between universities and their localities for the mutual benefit of all involved
… cities and city-regions are adopting a number of strategies and policies designed to
build science cities, knowledge capitals, silicon alleys or technology corridors” (p. 6).
Thispaper contributes to debates around technopoles and science cities by focusing on the
processes of knowledge-based development which these new kinds of urban space create. We
draw on Yigitcanlar’s (2008) notion of Knowledge Community Precincts (KCPs) as a way of
understanding how science cities function, hosting social learning communities focused around
solving innovation problems that build up unique useful knowledges with external value. A key
claimed mechanism by which KCPs operate is through encouraging proximity and thereby
facilitating tacit knowledge exchange. However, we note that KCP models assume that
participants have a reason to collaborate, and using an emerging body of science policy literature,
we question whether proximity is a sufficient reason for academics to collaborate.
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Our overall research question is how can KCPs and their underlying shared knowledge resources
contribute to participating academics’ needs to be excellent in wider academic/ scholarly
networks. To answer this question, we explore the extent to which one such KCP project,
Kennispark, in the East of the Netherlands, functions as a ‘science park at regional scale’
Kennispark, both in terms of creating an active knowledge community, but also the motivations
and attitudes of participating academics towards the value of local collaboration activities. On
this basis we are able to provide a degree of realism to the limits to science city concepts and
policies, contributing to a wider debate regarding the role of science and 21st century industrial
complexes.

2. Literature review
2.1 From Technopoles to Knowledge Community Precincts
The publication of Technopoles of the World (Castells & Halls, 1994) sparked a huge interest in the
use of high-technology industrial complexes as a means of driving innovation-based economic
development. The book emerged at the same time as a realisation within the economic
community of the increasing importance of knowledge capital as drivers of productivity growth
and economic development (Romer, 1994; Solow, 1994; Temple, 1998). In an era where
knowledge based development was becoming increasingly important, cities functioned as critical
loci of knowledge based development, facilitating interaction and knowledge exchange between
innovators, and hence driving knowledge accumulation (Knight, 1995). Knowledge was a source
of competitive advantage for cities, and any firm seeking to access a relatively distinct piece of
knowledge was required to engage in some way with the host territory (Gertler, 1995).
But the question still arose of how to turn this explanation of why particular cities – those already
endowed with successful high-technology clusters - were successful into a more generalised
concept of economic change, or indeed to develop meaningful policy recommendations from it.
The visible success of Silicon Valley in particular spawned a rash of attempts by policy-makers to
duplicate its successes, leading to what Hospers (2006) referred to as the rise of “Silicon
Somewheres”, pale imitations of “the original industrial core of the revolution in information
technology”(Castells & Hall, 1994, p. 12). Somewhere between the problematic notion of the
ubiquitous Technopole and the continued growth and transformation of the knowledge economy
was a realisation that the nature of economic production was changing in ways that had a
distinctly urban dimension (Charles & Wray, 2010).
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A key feature of knowledge capital – in contrast to traditional capitals of land, labour and
machinery – was a notion of ‘increasing returns’ i.e. that knowledge capital benefited from
agglomeration and proximity to other forms of capital (Gordon & McCann, 2005). The reason
for this was that not all forms of knowledge were easily transferred over space, and some kinds of
knowledge, referred to tacit knowledge, know-how, knowing-in action were best transferred in
personal contacts through social learning processes (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Garud, 1997;
Amin & Roberts, 2008). There has been an increasing emphasis on how cities facilitate these
kinds of knowledge spillovers and facilitate the kinds of social interactions that encourage
knowledge combination and creation, that ultimately support innovative potential and urban
competitiveness.
Analysis of knowledge-based urban development have therefore sought to explicate the precise
processes by which knowledge-based urban agglomerations can facilitate economic growth
(Yigitcanlar & Velibeyoglu, 2008; Perry & May, 2010). Yigitcanlar (2010) advanced the notion of
a knowledge-community precinct as an explanation for precisely how these benefits can be
produced, a knowledge community precinct (KCPs). A KCP brings together different
knowledge actors who interact around specific innovation projects, and through their social
learning and interaction, create specific kinds of knowledge embedded within these learning
communities (Amin & Roberts, 2008; Gertner et al., 2011). These locally-specific knowledge
pools in turn makes these KCPs ‘places to be’ for those seeking to access those particular
economically valuable knowledges that are produced in the course of intense interaction between
KCP residents (Perry & May, 2010). This binding of external actors to the knowledges in these
precincts can function to increase the relative strength of these host cities in global city networks
(cf. Smith, 2003; Yeung, 2009).
2.2 Local KCP connections boosting external network strengths
Benneworth et al. (2011) refer to the proliferation of policy interventions seeking to promote
KCP benefits in particular city-regional territories as urban science (following Anttioiko, 2004;
Perry and May, 2010 and Perry & May 2011). Studies of urban science following this definition
have focused on the physical developments which are emblematical of the kinds of projects by
which policy-makers have sought to replicate KBUD benefits in their territories (Benneworth et
al., 2009). KCPs have some commonalities with incubators , providing the three dimensions that
define a successful business incubator – infrastructure, business support and access to networks
(Ratinho, 2011), albeit at a larger scale. KCPs may have both passive and active elements,
creating the opportunities passively for actors to interact as well as actively undertaking
interventions to simulate interaction between participants (Benneworth & Ratinho, 2014a). In
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particular, these active elements have become particularly important in cities where there are not
already strong existing networks and clusters of innovators, as part of a process of constructing
regional advantage or smart specialisation strategy (Asheim et al., 2011; McCann & OrtegaArgiles, 2013).
If one considers a Knowledge Community Precinct as a science park extended to the urban-scale
(cf. Anttiroiko, 2004), incorporating not just activities of firms, universities and government actors
but encompassing them, then KCPs active elements are those that integrate between these
various participants. Good insights into these active elements have been derived from a close
reading of literatures on innovation and high-technology entrepreneurship, which provide
insights into why innovating firms do not always spontaneously choose to work with those with
the knowledge resources able to help them. Miller (2014) argues that there are three kinds of
active benefits which can be constructed in urban science settings, namely creating linkages and
networks, providing complementary services to accelerate innovation and supporting
technologies with long lead-times. Likewise, Ratinho & Henriques (2010) argue that urban
science parks bring together relevant innovation actors in ways that can stimulate the intense
interactions necessary for effective innovation-led growth alongside effective management that
provides suitable support services for high-technology entrepreneurs.
What these interventions all seek to do is construct opportunities for interaction between actors
within KCPs, and therefor to create locally-embedded specific knowledges for which there is
substantial demand from outside users, thereby anchoring those external interests into these local
places. We contend that there are three kinds of intervention which might potentially support
these interactions. Firstly, they offer infrastructure for co-location, physically creating a single
location where various actors come together and have the opportunity to undertake shared
activities, through joint ventures, shared equipment, Living Labs, and co-creatories. Secondly,
they may seek to mobilise knowledge communities within these precincts, running activities
from informal network meetings to formal cluster groupings that bring people with similar
interests and knowledge together in the hope of mobilising interaction between them. Thirdly,
they provide services that are necessary for to exploit the opportunities that emerge when colocated interacting actors see opportunities for novel innovative activities: these activities may
involve facilitating technology entrepreneurship, providing business development advice,
signposting actors to those that may be able to help them, or running various kinds of funding
competition for innovative and creative ideas.
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2.3 Proximity and KBUD in knowledge community precincts
But at the same time, there seems to be a presumption that physical co-location is sufficient to
increase innovative outcomes, as a precondition for tacit knowledge exchange and developing
unique knowledge pools or competences. There has been a shift in the nature of the knowledge
economy given the increasing importance of virtual interactive technologies which facilitate
geographically extended learning communities, what Benneworth & Ratinho (2014b) refer to as
the social knowledge economy. This means that it is not just geographical proximity (colocation) which may be germane for interaction but also other forms of proximity which create
preconditions for interaction, that Boschma (2005) stylises as organisational, institutional,
cognitive and social.
But proximity is a facilitating rather than an initiating factor – although actors may be proximate,
actors may choose to achieve their desired innovative ends through other means, either not
innovating or innovating with other kinds of actor. Broekel & Boschma (2012) highlight what
they call the ‘proximity paradox’ where innovative actors choose to interact with remote actors
because of social preferences and capital that make those interactions far more productive than
those with local actors. Conversely Caniëls et al. (2014) posit the existence of a personal
dimension to proximity – the idea of a ‘click’ between two people – that cannot be explained in
terms of the embedding of people (organisations, epistemic communities, cultures) in various
contexts but is specific to the people and personalities involved. And finally is the importance of
a material basis for collaboration, the underlying innovation projects or activities from which
both participants benefit from the creation of a shared knowledge pool (Gertner et al., 2011).
It is this last point that we would like to raise in the course of this paper, and in particular to
question the assumption that academic scientists automatically have interest in the knowledge
being generated within particular KCPs. Although some KCPs have an open innovation ethos
bringing together different firms in similar fields with collaboration potential, more typically they
attempt to create knowledge concentrations incorporating upstream (academic) and
downstream(commercial) knowledge potentially linked through intermediary knowledge
exchange organisations. Whilst the regional development literature might have mobilised a
heuristic of knowledge creators and knowledge exploiters working harmoniously within regional
contexts to create globally-valuable knowledge (cf. Cooke, 2005), this ignores the divergent
interests that these communities have in shared knowledge creation. Indeed, without a
fundamental basis for co-operation, then there will not be the social interactive activities that lead
to the creation of collective knowledge resources and ultimately the KBUD effects.
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We therefore argue that more attention needs to be paid to the basis for co-operation between
KCPs and in particular whether interactions are sufficient to create shared knowledge resources
that might be attractive and valuable to those immediately outside the KCP (creating network
effects anchoring powerful external partners within local networks, Yeung, 2009). We in
particular seek to problematize the notion that academics will automatically choose to work with
local innovative actors simply because of proximity effects. More work remains to be done on
understanding academics’ precise motivations for engaging with non-academic partners and in
particular industry (d’Este & Perkmann, 2011). But at the same time, academic engagement
seems to involve balancing between the potential negative effects on the universality of the
research against the positive effects that engagement might bring in terms of access to resources,
knowledge and expertise externally (Baldini et al., 2007; Lam, 2010).
In thispaper, we therefore focus specifically on academics motivations for engaging with local
actors, and ask the research question “why do academics choose to engage with non-academic
research partners within KCPs”? Our starting point is that academics are involved in knowledge
creation activities which they valorise in their own networks on the basis of their research
excellence (Benneworth & Charles, 2005). In choosing to work with local firms in a KCP,
proximity must provide a competitive advantage in these wider academic networks within which
research excellence is judged. Effective KCPs will therefore be those that are best able to help
participating academics meet their own research needs, and therefore we ask the following three
operational research questions:


What do the KCPs’ academics seek to derive from business engagement with external
partners?



What types or proximity influence academics’ choice to cooperate with local/distant
firms?



How can KCPs build ‘useful proximity’ in this context?

To address this question, we focus on one particular KCP, the case of Kennispark in the east of
the Netherlands, where regional actors including university, the public sector and firms have
invested in trying to create a single knowledge district for the Twente region. We firstly examine
the nature of the KCP on the basis of documentary analysis, mapping the efforts that have been
placed into building infrastructures, community networks and support for new innovative
activities within the Kennispark activity. We then examine on the basis of a survey of academics
from the participating university, the University of Twente, their engagement behaviours and
their underlying rationale. That in turn provides the basis to reflect on the overarching question
posed in the introduction to this paper, namely how can KCPs and their underlying shared
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knowledge resources contribute to participating academics’ needs to be excellent in wider
academic/ scholarly networks.

3. Introduction to the Kennispark case study
3.1 An overview of Kennispark Twente
The Knowledge park (Kennispark) situated in Twente region (see Map 1), the Netherlands is a
business incubator and urban science project underpinned by a strong entrepreneurial vision and
beneficial location. The University of Twente (UT) has an integrated entrepreneurial culture,
diversified funding base, tight relationships with internal organisations and produces excellent
quality of applied research (Lazzaretti & Tavoletti, 2007). UT consistently ranks amongst the
most entrepreneurial universities in the Netherlands and Europe, with more than 700 firms
emerging from the university in the last 20 years. In 2013, Elsevier magazine (a Dutch language
analogue of the Economist) declared UT the “most entrepreneurial university” in its national
valorisation ranking of Dutch Universities).

Map 1 The position of the Twente region in Europe

Source: ITC , University of Twente, Enschede(permission required).
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But this situation has not arisen in a vacuum: UT is relatively young and innovative university in
an old industrial region Founded in 1961, UT’s main regional mission was to support the
survival of the textiles industry and its diversification by increasing the number of highly trained
engineers (Schutte, 1999). However, from the 1970s, UT suffered as the textiles industry
declined, leading to calls to close the university, and UT reinvented itself as a source of new
industries, developing strong leadership and support structures to promote entrepreneurship
(Clark, 1998). Today, the university has 10,000 students and 3,300 staff in social and technical
sciences, with a research focus in five areas (each with a corresponding research centre, listed in
brackets): nanotechnology (MESA+), telematics and information technology (CTIT), biomedical
technology and technical medicine (MIRA), innovation and governance studies (IGS) and Geoinformation science and earth observation (ITC).
The university is actively engaged with both regional industry but also regional policy-makers and
business support organisations, including the municipality, the Chamber of Commerce, the
regional development agency, the province, the region and national actors. The university has
actively engaged with regional intermediaries since the 1970s (with the creation of the Provincial
Regional Development Agency), actively participating in the creation of a Business and
Technology Centre to the south of its campus, the development of land adjacent to the BTC and
university into a Business and Science Park, and more latterly, the integration of the BSP and
University Campus into a single knowledge space, the so-called “Kennispark” (Knowledge Park,
see box 1 below).
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Box 1. The Knowledge Park Twente (Kennispark)
 The largest science park in the Netherlands with over 380 companies
 Joint initiative of the Province Overijssel, the City of Enschede, the
University of Twente and the Saxion University of Applied Sciences.
 Each year 60-70 new start-ups from Saxion University of Applied
Sciences and the University of Twente
 University of Twente proclaimed most entrepreneurial university of
the Netherlands by Elsevier Magazine and Scienceworks (2013)
 Provides support to entrepreneurs – coaching, financing, legal advisory
service
 Extensive innovative network
 Innovative facilities:
- high-tech laboratories;
- open innovation centre opened innovation centre for 400 to
knowledge intensive companies, open innovation service and their
service providers.
 PR office for branding and promotion of start-ups

3.2 Methodology
Thispaper reports fieldwork research undertaken under the aegis of and elsewhere reported as
Korotka (2012), extended in the course of 2013-14 with additional desk research. The study was
exploratory to explore the mechanisms underpinning the development of localised knowledge
pools as a reason for KCP formation. The UT was chosen because of its history in development
the Kennispark activity with roots going back 30 years. The first fieldwork element involved a
review of documents exploring the creation of the KCP in terms of the infrastructure, the
networks and the business support developed in Kennispark. This was complemented with a
survey exploring how and why academics choose to collaborate with business partners, and the
circumstances under which local/ regional partners might be chosen over national/ regional
partners. A survey was undertaken of academic researchers from the UT’s five research institutes
(MESA+, MIRA, CTIT, ITC, and IGS)Researchers were asked whether the proximity makes a
difference and does it influence them. The survey aimed to provide in-depth understanding of
researchers’ attitudes towards cooperation with external partners and factors influencing their
willingness to develop detailed micro-level connections with entrepreneurs and policy-makers.
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The survey questionnaire aimed to foreground the role of proximity in scientific/commercial
interactions, exploring the circumstances under which local/regional partners might be chosen
over national/ regional partners. The questionnaire consisted of 7 screens, including an invitation
message introducing the study and 14 questions, as well as demographic questions regarding age,
gender, research position and research experience, thereby providing the opportunity to crosstabulate the answers in analysis as well as comparing how opinions vary between sub-groups. As
the questionnaire was focused on the researchers’ attitudes towards partnership with external
partners, it also included questions regarding the primary location of those external partners, their
primary form of contact, frequency of cooperation, rationales and barriers for effective
partnership, and facilitators for the cooperation. Closed-ended questions were chosen as
questions format with multiple-choice option for the answers with a five points Likert scale for
the ranking type answers. To ensure that the researcher was actively involved in university
cooperation (i.e. had knowledge of the field), this factor was a screening choice in the first
question, and those who had not collaborated with industry were thanked for their interest and
the survey closed to them. In total 1144 academics from five research institutes of Kennispark
were asked to specify if they are engaging in the joint activities with industry. A total of 199
academics replied, with 62 saying that they indeed had contacts with external partners.

4. Kennispark as an knowledge community precinct.
Kennispark has been hailed by the Kerngroep Innovatie as the most important engine of the
Dutch knowledge economy (Kerngroep Innovatie, 2012), perhaps slightly hyperbolic when one
considers the strengths of the Eindhoven Brainport complex (see Carvalho & Van Winden,
2015). Nevertheless, a series of important policy and analytic reports in the Netherlands
(including a national economic development strategy, the national spatial strategy, a cluster
analysis, and a cluster observatory) have highlighted that there is something distinctive about the
environment provided around Kennispark for the transformation of technology into new
businesses. In a sense, Kennispark is a very special kind of high-technology business incubator
unit, one that operates not at the level of a single building, but at the level of the Knowledge
Precinct, an integrated technology campus covering around 6,000 employees. In this section we
therefore explore the extent to which the Kennispark project provides each of the three
dimensions by which Ratinho (2011) characterises incubators, business support, networks and
infrastructure.
Firstly, in terms of business support, Kennispark has developed a complex set of support for new
and growing business, targeting the different elements and stages of business growth. A key
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element of this is the support for starting entrepreneurs, continuing the work begun by the
Temporary Entrepreneur Position (the TOP programme, which produces around 400 companies
in 25 years), providing business advice, a temporary loan, a physical location and contact with a
university research group for potential high-technology starters. Another key element of the
business support are the various financial support streams that are co-ordinated through
Kennispark, including the Twente Technology Fund, the Innovation Fund Enschede and financing
from the regional venture capital (VC) firm, PPM Oost. A range of supports and subsidies are
available for growing technology businesses to accelerate their innovative activities and support
the development of innovative clusters (Kerngroep Innovatie, 2012).
Secondly, Kennispark represents a relatively dense innovation ecosystem built up from a wide
degree of overlapping networks. The heart of the TOP model by which firms are created is that
firms drawing from different kinds of social capital embedded within networks, whether that is
business advice, scientific knowledge, business mentoring and help in building businesses. Over
time, a number of these firms have grown and become highly successful, and have placing their
own resources at the access of new companies, whether creating new spin-offs themselves, or
providing business advice for new start-ups, or indeed creating markets for start-ups by buying in
the services they offer. A number of high-technology companies in the region including spinoffs formed the Twente Technology Circle (TKT) that helps starting and growing companies to
access the resources – particularly advice and contacts – they need to stimulate high technology
innovation-based growth. Kennispark seeks to function as a ‘network of networks’ hosting and
connecting up the various networks that already exist in the region and make them more
transparent and visible so starting and growing entrepreneurs may maximise the benefits they
receive.
Finally in terms of infrastructure, Kennispark acts as a central focus and meeting point for regional
high technology industry, with around 2/3 of firms active in R&D in the region located partly or
wholly in the Kennispark area. Kennispark has been created as a single integrated space bringing
together the formerly adjacent but separate university campus and Business and Science Park to
create a single integrated space of around 150ha. The university facilities have been physically
replanned (the entire campus has been rebuilt since 1998) to open it up to business around a
central “Education and Research Square”, the south side of which is the Gallery building.
Formerly lecture theatres of the university, it has been redeveloped as an innovation centre for
knowledge intensive companies actively engaged in open innovation with connections to the
university. The site is overseen by the Kennispark Twente Foundation, a joint initiative of the
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Province of Overijssel, the City of Enschede, the University of Twente and the Saxion University
of Applied Sciences.
Despite the relatively rosy picture presented by the narrative as well as the awards and
plaudits that Kennispark has received for its work in knowledge exchange, there remain some
barriers to effective collaboration between universities and external partners. Freitas and
Verspagen (2009) argue that despite the physical co-location of all these activity, there are in fact
only relatively sporadic interventions and weak engagement of channels between universities and
their users. Benneworth and Hospers (2007) draw out the problem of a lack of analytical
literature related to UT’s entrepreneurial activity beyond a neat story of regional reinvention, with
a clear empirical gap in tracing how particular activities within a KCP have consequences at the
level of the region.

5. Interaction behaviours of Kennispark academics
The following two sections seek to provide an empirical basis to explore the regional
consquences of Kennispark as a KCP by exploring how important physical proximity was to
participants. This reports on the basis of the 62 academics who indicated they were actively
involved in external co-operation in various ways, from collaborative research, problem solving
activities, student placement activities to creating spin-off companies, working with start-ups and
informal networking activities. The most popular kind of association with external parties came
through collaborative research (32%), with 25% taking part in problem solving activities. Over
20% were involved with informal networking activities, and 19% in student placement activities.
A very small portion of the sample was concerned with working with start-ups and creating spinoff companies - 11% and 3% respectively (see Figure 1 below). For those academics involved in
external engagement, collaborative research and problem-solving (i.e. intensive knowledge
exchange activities) were the most frequent kinds of interaction.
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Figure 1 Types of activities (% of respondents)
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Secondly, despite the knowledge-intensity of the main kinds of interaction, the primary location
of external partners of the academics is national (53%) and with the least active collaboration
happens on the local KCP level (Figure 2).

Figure
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external

partners

(%
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respondents)

53%

50%
40%
30%
21%
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16%
10%
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Europe

Global

Local (within the
Twente region)

However, despite the relatively limited importance of local co-operation, modes of
communications between academics and their partners suggested that social modes of interaction
were important, suggesting in turn that academics were exchanging social knowledge with their
partners. Around 60% of the academics surveyed reported a preference for face-to-face meetings
with their external partners, whilst the lowest number of researchers used telephone/ skype/
Instant messaging (6%) as a primary form of contract with their external partners (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 Primary form of contract (% of respondents)
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6. Motivation, constraints and facilitation for UI co-operation
To make sense of those findings, which present a slightly confusing picture that despite not
favouring working with local partners, academics working with external partners are involved in
knowledge intensive activities (joint research and problem solving) based on social knowledge
exchange approaches, we now turn our attention to why they interact with external partners.
Respondents were given a choice of seven reasons for why they interacted with external partners
(shown in figure 4) with the pattern of answering suggesting three kinds of reasons for working
with external partners. The most common set of responses related to the practicalities of
carrying out research, namely developing future research opportunities (73% agree, 15% strongly
agree) and maintaining useful contacts (60% agree; 27% strongly agree). The next set of
motivations were to increase their research’s impacts, whether seeing their research outcomes
implemented in innovative technologies (56% agree, 19% strongly agree) or out of a sense of
responsibility to contribute to social and economic development (55% agree, 19% strongly
agree). The least common set of reasons related to undertaking excellent research, whether
supporting world-class research (52% agree, 13% strongly agree), developing an international
research career (39% agree, 5% strongly agree), or accessing public research grants (37%
agree,15% strongly agree)
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Figure 4 Motivation for activities with external partners (mean score, %)
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In terms of which kinds of proximity were important to academics collaborating externally, we
coded five dimensions of proximity (cognitive, organizational, social, institutional and
geographical, following Boschma, 2005) in sentences describing the conditions, under which
academics agree/disagree to cooperate with external partners. For negatively phrased statements
(marked with an asterisk in Table 1), we reversed the rating, so that higher was always negative
(disagree). Ratings on proximity were mostly positive, what proves the importance for academics
of each dimension of proximity. The negative statements showed that the most important factors
for researchers are to have independence in research and maintain flexibility of interaction.
Geographical proximity is important for academics, but not in the sense of acquiring high-quality
research grants.
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Table 1. Role of proximity in UI cooperation (crosstab)
Answer
Type of
proximity

Question
Considering your most important
activities with industrial partners..

…frequent communication with
industrial partners helps to conduct
innovative projects more effectively
cognitive
…more frequent interaction with
companies allows to conduct research
independently.
…informal networks with firms help to
control innovative projects more
organizational effectively.
…communication with firms through
informal networks gives more flexibility
in research.
…working with industrial partners I
trust helps me to raise the effectiveness
of innovative projects.
social
…I prefer to work with different
partners on each project to maintain
my independence.
…I find it easier to work with firms
that share my ways of working,
institutional research culture and values.
…I will work with any industrial
partner if it leads to quality publications
or patents.
…working with local firms helps me to
organize and coordinate my innovative
geographical
projects more effectively.
…I will work with local firms only to
acquire high-quality research grants.

Neither
Strongly
Disagree agree nor
disagree
disagree
Count
Count
Count
%
%
%

Agree

Strongly
agree

Count
%

Count
%

1
2%

6
10%

17
27%

35
56%

3
5%

2
3%

20
32%

27
44%

10
16%

3
5%

2
3%

9
15%

22
35%

27
44%

2
3%

3
5%

10
16%

19
31%

26
42%

4
6%

1
2%

4
6%

11
18%

36
58%

10
16%

2
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The pattern of location of external partner influenced by five dimensions of proximity
demonstrates strong dependence between proximity and location of external partners. In other
words, academics agree to cooperate with an external partner located in any area if the
cooperation is supported by a high level of proximity. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning which
dimension of proximity is the most important for different location of external partners. Firstly,
for external parties, academics consider social proximity as the most important dimension of
proximity. Secondly, academics chose institutional proximity as the most significant in
cooperation with national external partners. Thirdly, cognitive and social proximity is equally
important in cooperation with European partners. Finally, institutional proximity was primarily
important for interaction with global external partners (Table 2).
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Table 2. Location of external partner vs proximity ratings (average)
Proximity
Location

Cognitive

Organization

Social

Institutional

Geographical

Local

3.8

3.3

4.3

3.7

3.5

National

3.5

3.3

3.8

3.9

3.1

Europe

3.7

3.1

3.7

3.5

3.4

Global

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.9

2.7

Average

3.6

3.3

3.8

3.8

3.2

7. Knowledge Park Twente – ‘seedbed’ of regional innovation?
It is notable that localised knowledge communities appear to be more engaged with partners
and the national and international levels than the regional; we interpret this as being a
consequence of the relatively limited involvement of local businesses in the local knowledge
community, with a number of honourable and high profile exceptions. Our findings showed
that academics are co-operating with external partners rather actively. Although both
researchers and entrepreneurs are interested in collaboration, there are certain blocking factors
influencing the UI connectivity that have been described in the earlier sections. The location of
external partners is important for researchers in the sense of proximity of interaction.
Therefore, academics co-operate with both local and distant partners if the interaction is
supported by proximity. Box 2 provides a list of the most salient points emerging from this
research as the basis for addressing the questions asked in section 2 and providing insights into
this paper’s main research question, namely how can KCPs and their underlying shared
knowledge resources contribute to participating academics’ needs to be excellent in wider
academic/ scholarly networks.
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Box 2. Summary of facts: interaction of academics with external partners
at the Knowledge Park Twente
 In any type of UI collaborative activities most academics prefer to cooperate
with external partners located in national (beyond Twente region) area;
 The 31 % (62 researchers) of all participants (199 researchers) consider
themselves as actively involved in co-operation with external partners;
 Collaborative research and problem solving activities are the
predominant types of university-external partner relationships;
 The most preferred form of contact in each activity is face-to-face
meetings on academic’/external partner’ premises
 The most important motivation for academics to cooperate with
external partners is developing future research opportunities and
maintaining useful contacts;
 The most important facilitators for interaction with external partners
despite of the constraints, is cognitive, organisational and social
proximity, what means the co-operation with reliable partners and
those, which have shared culture and values.

Our first question related to what academics nationally located within KCPs sought to achieve
through their engagement with external partners. Our findings were unambiguous in this area –
external engagement was primarily related to the business of research activities, secondarily to
making their research useful in applications and for society in general, and finally, as part of
carrying out excellent research. Our second question related to what types of proximity could
influence KCP academic’s choices to co-operate with local and distant external partners. In
Kennispark, the most important kinds of proximity for external engagement were cognitive,
organizational and social proximity. Academics co-operate with external partners – regardless
of their location - if the cooperation based on a high level of interaction proximity.
Geographical proximity is not the most important factor for effective UI partnership. Yet
interestingly, results show that regardless of the researchers’ background, research experience,
type of activity, frequency of cooperation or form of contact they will work with distant
external partners as long as that supports high quality research. Our third question was how
KCPs could build useful proximity. Our results show that KCP actors are engaged in social
learning processes to support excellent research underpinned by various forms of proximity.
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The success of Kennispark suggests that it is not just physical – geographical – proximity that is a
result of Kennispark but that they are developing other forms of proximity, cognitive,
organisational and social.
The results achieved in this study contribute to the extensive theoretical discussion on knowledge
transfer and the role played by specific knowledge transfer spaces – technopoles – in knowledgebased urban development. As the literature review shows an empirical gap in quantitative analysis
of academics’ choices in cooperation with industry, this study contributes to the quantitative
analysis research on UI partnership. What was examined in this study appropriately represented
the attitude of academics towards partnership with business. It confirmed and idea that social,
organisational, strategic and institutional proximity can contribute to the development of an
effective network between local and external actors. Therefore, this study proved that
geographical proximity is not a prerequisite for effective relationships between university and
industry (Ratinho & Henriques, 2010) but nevertheless the KCP does appear to be building
particular kinds of proximity.
To further explore this, we highlight three key stylised facts emerging from our research.
Firstly, academics are engaged in knowledge exchange with users (collaborative research and
problem solving), secondly that that research is carried out underpinned by social learning
processes (face-to-face meetings vs remote contacts) and thirdly that there is a degree of
proximity of these external agents with academics. We therefore feel that it is reasonable on
this basis to argue that something about Kennispark is contributing to developing those kinds of
proximity rather than the effects being entirely ascribable to physical co-location. And critically,
to our mind, this is something that neither analyses of Kennispark in particular or studies of
KCPs in general have addressed, namely whether place-specific activities are in fact contributing
to building other kinds of proximity, cognitive, organisational and social. Clearly, if academics
and external users are working together on a piece of research or via a student placement, then
this interaction generates shared languages, routines, expectations and understandings that
provide cognitive and social proximity. We further contend that this issue – how place specific
knowledge sites develop non-place specific proximities – requires further analysis.
This is a piece of exploratory research seeking to understand how the nature of physical
knowledge production locations are changing in the context of the social knowledge economy.
Therefore we must necessarily be modest in the wider claims that we make but at the same time
the idea that knowledge production is localised is coming under criticism. Our argument is that
KCPs contribute to forming proximity between academics and users, but that other kinds of
proximity may be more important than the purely geographical. We can make an educated guess
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as to how the interactions between academics and external users build proximities, but it is much
harder to discern precisely what the role of the KCPs are in building these shared knowledge
bases, repertoires, norms and collective understandings as the basis for effective collaboration.
This would represent the obverse of Boekel & Boschma’s (2012) ‘proximity paradox’ – that
despite knowledge exchange being able to take place anywhere, locality remains in some way
important in building those proximities between academics and external users. We conclude in
contending that if technopoles are to retain their salience as a 21st century spatial form then it will
be as much because of their promotion of non-spatial as spatial forms of proximity, a situation
that would demand much further reflection and consideration from the field.
For policy-makers, there are also clear implications, in seeking to improve the openness of the
knowledge community to local partners and to increase their benefits from the KCP in order to
stimulate “Cambridge effect” style benefits. Success or failure in the regional engagement of
KCPs has serious implications for the regions in terms of increasing their smart specialization in
innovation based economic development. There is already a good understanding of how to
encourage firms to improve their innovation performance, taking them along an innovation
journey through raising their awareness of the value of innovation. This typically involves
introducing them to those in similar situations and/ or able to help them, and to take the first
steps in innovative investments with innovation vouchers, proof-of-concept funds and ultimately
venture capital. We argue that policy-makers, investing substantially in these new-style
technopoles such as Kennispark, might also seek to use small innovation investments to encourage
local firms outwith the KCP nor only to innovate, but to participate more actively in the life of
the knowledge community, and maximise the benefits they bring to their regions and nations.
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